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DIGEST 

1. Protest that requirement for 128 kilobytes (128K) of 
memory for transient diqitizers unduly restricts competition 
is sustained where the record fails to show that the 
specification is reasonably related to contracting agency's 
current needs, since the 128~ memory capacity cannot be 
utilized by the aqency given current technology and even if 
the necessary technology becomes available in the near 
future, the aqency lacks any definite plans to use it. 

2. Contention that requirement for a DRll compatible high 
speed parallel port for transient diqitizers improperly 
restricts competition is sustained where the contractinq 
agency in effect concedes that compatibility feature is not . 
required to meet its minimum needs. 

DECISION 

Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) protests any award under 
invitation for bids (IFB) No. DNA002-90-B-0032, issued by 
the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) for transient digitizers to 
convert electronic siqnals received from sensors used in 
underground nuclear test detonations to digital data, and to 
transmit such data to DNA computers. HP contends that two 
of the salient characteristics included in the specifica- 
tions set forth in the RFP exceed DNA's minimum needs and 
unduly restrict competition. 

We sustain the protest. 



The IFB, issued on a brand name or equal basis, called for 
bidaers to provide 100 Tektronix, Inc. Transient Digitizers, 
Model NO. RTD 720, or equal. In addition, the IFB listed 
24 salient characteristics of the Tektronix device in order 
to permit potential biaaers ana the government to evaluate 
whether other digitizers are equal to the Tektronix model 
specifies. 

After the IFB was issuea, HP filed written inquiries with 
DNA, ana eventually filed an agency protest, challenging 
several of the salient characteristics incluaea in the IFB 
as overly restrictive. According to HP's initial inquiry, 
the list of salient characteristics appearea to be "a 
conaensed version of the applicable Tektronix data sheet, 
rather than a clear and unaerstanaable statement of the 
government's needs for this procurement." Although DNA 
amenaea the IFB to aaaress some of the questions raisea, 
HP's agency protest was aeniea on May 15, 1990. 

On May 23, 1 aay prior to bid opening, HP protested to our 
Office. HP's protest asserts that two of the requirements 
incluaea in the salient characteristics for an "equal" 
product--that each aigitizer possess 128 kilobytes (128K) 
of waveform memory ana that each aigitizer be equipped with 
a DRll compatible high speed parallel port--are unduly 
restrictive of competition ana exceed DNA's minimum needs. 

On May 24, DNA proceedea with bia opening. The agency 
receivea only 1 responsive bia--from the manufacturer of the 
specifies brand name equipment. The other bid, from a 
different aigitizer manufacturer, acknowledgea, on its face, 
that it did not comply with the salient characteristics, ana 
challenyea the specifications as unduly restrictive. 

BACKGROUND 

The aigitizers sought by DNA in this procurement are usea in 
monitoring unaerground nuclear test detonations conauctea in 
tunnels mined into mesas at a Nevaaa test Site. At these 
underground sites, DNA constructs a test bed consisting of 
the source phenomena--i.e., the explosive device ana the 
oblects or materials sublectea to the explosion or the 
effects thereof --ana the sensors ana gauges that convert 
measurements to electronic siynals. 

In configuring such test events, great distances are 
requirea between the instruments that measure the effects of 
a test and the computers that record ana analyze the 
electronic signals generatea by the measuring equipment. 
The electronic signals are initially transmittea from the 
sensors ana gauges via coaxial cable; such signals, when 
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carried great distances via coaxial cable in an underground 
nuclear test environment, deteriorate rapidly. Thus, DNA 
feeds the signals into digitizers (also underground, and 
located as close to the gauges and sensors as possible) that 
convert the aata to a diyital format. In digital format, 
the signals generated by the sensors are less subject to 
aeyradation and interference as they are transported by 
fiber optic cable through the tunnel ana out of the mesa to 
a recoraing station 7 miles away. At the recording station 
the digital signals are recordea on tape for analysis by 
computer. 

The aigitizers used by DNA are also require0 to "multiplex" 
signals from more than one sensor before transmittiny the 
signals to the recoraing site. Multiplexing of signals by 
digitizers requires that the digitizer possess sufficient 
memory to aelay (ana remember) signals for a very short time 
until a group of signals are collected. After collecting a 
group of signals, the aigitizer then transmits the group (in 
convertea digital format) to the recoraing station. 
According to both parties, gathering, delaying, ana 
transmitting eight signals from a single digitizer, with a 
microsecona of aelay between each signal, requires 16~ of 
memory. 

128K MEMORY REQUIREMENT 

Parties' Positions 

In its challenge to the salient characteristics included in 
the IFB, HP focuses first on the requirement that each 
aigitizer have 128K of waveform memory. Accoraing to HP, 
none of the needs cited to date by DNA, either in response 
to HP's initial inquiry or in response to HP's protest to 
the agency, supports a requirement for more than 16K of 
memory, as opposed to the 128K of memory established in the 
IFB.I/ 

1/ In its protest to the agency, HP assertea that DNA 
needed no more than 8K of memory in its aigitizers. DNA's 
May 15 response to HP's agency protest enumerated three 
reasons why a digitizer with an 8K memory would not meet the 
agency's minimum needs. According to DNA, a aigitizer with 
an 8K memory (1) would not be able to replace DNA's moael 
6880 aigitizers; (2) would not be able to substitute for 
lower class aiyitizers; ana (3) would not meet the intended 
multiplexed recoraing need. HP now abandons its earlier 
contention regarding 8K memory capacity, but argues that 
16K of memory will meet each of these enumerated needs. 
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In support of its claim that it needs 128K of memory, DNA 
first explains, in general terms, that its requirements for 
recording test data far exceed its current capability. It 
notes that even with the aadition of the digitizers that are 
the sublect of this procurement, DNA will not be able to 
record all of the data generated. Also, DNA claims that the 
limitation on its ability to recora aata "[IIs airectly 
related to the quantity of memory available to the 
aiyitizers . . . since additional memory per aigitizer 
allows the recording of additional signals." 

More specifically, DNA argues that it has a need for 
increased multiplexing of sensor and gauge signals into a 
single aigitizer, ana hence a neea for larger memories in 
its aigitizers.2/ In this regard, DNA explains that by 
using fiber optrc aelay lines the agency could multiplex as 
many signals as possible with a single digitizer. DNA also 
argues that HP overlooks the agency's ongoing neea for 
yreater resolution ana better fidelity of the signals it 
transmits, asserting that both are significantly improved by 
sampling at a faster rate, requiring larger memories. 
Finally, at the hearing on the protest, DNA's technical 
witness for the first time asserted that DNA has a Strategic 
Defense Initiative (SDI) requirement to recora the effect of 
nuclear raaiation on a mirror ana to measure the mirror's 
recovery perioa. DNA's witness explained that recoraing 
this experiment could require sampling for 70 micro- 
seconas;3/ he further explainea that sampling at a rate of 
l-2 gigagamples (l-2 billion samples) per secona, for 
70 miCrOSeCOndS, WOUlO require 70K-140K of memory to recora 
the associatea signals. 

With respect to the need for increasea multiplexing, HP 
counters that current technology bars multiplexing the 
quantity of signals needed to utilize 128~ of memory. 
Specifically, HP claims, ana DNA agrees, that using.current 
measuring procedures ana technology, the 8:l multiplexing 
aescribea above--i.e., transmitting eight signals from a 
single digitizer with a microsecona of.aelay between each 

2J In its response to the protest, DNA initially reiterated 
the three requirements stated in its response to HP's agency 
protest, one of which was the need for increased multiplex- 
ing. The agency has since conceaed that the other two 
requirements-- replacing the model 6880 digitizers, and 
substituting for lower class aigitizers--can be met by a 
aigitizer with 16k of memory. 

L/ A microsecona equals 1 millionth of a second. 
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signal-- is the maximum number of signals that can be 
multiplexed with a single digitizer. 

DNA counters that recent and developing aavances in 
technology should permit increased multiplexing capability. 
In particular, DNA points to research with fiber optic delay 
lines performed at Sandia National Laboratories inaicating 
that significant signal delays --allowing for greater numbers 
of signals to be multiplexed to a single digitizer--are 
achievable with fiber optic technology. In aaaition, DNA 
claims that on or about June 13, auring the penaency of this 
protest, it successfully conaucted a feasibility demonstra- 
tion of an analoy fiber optic delay line that could be used 
between the sensors ana the digitizers. As a result of its 
demonstration, DNA asserts that achieving sufficient signal 
delay to utilize 128K of memory in a diyitizer is feasible, 
although the agency offers no oblective eviaence of any 
intent to use fiber optic aelay lines in this capacity in 
the near future. 

In rebuttal to DNA's claims of possible technological 
aavancements that would permit multiplexing at the level 
neeaed to utilize 128K of waveform memory--i.e., 64:l 
multiplexing-- HP argues that DNA has no serious or concrete 
plans to realize a 64:l multiplexing capability, ana has not 
shown that a multiplexing capability greater than 8:l is 
reasonably achievable in the near term. Further, HP argues 
that even if DNA coula achieve 64:l multiplexing, the 
possibility that failure of one aigitizer or signal coula 
result in a loss of 64 channels of data is inconsistent with 
DNA's stated goal of minimizing risk of aata loss. 

HP also challenyes DNA's claims regarding resolution ana 
fiaelity, and the need to observe the effects of radiation 
on a mirror for the SD1 program. Addressing resolution and 
fiaelity, HP argues that paragraph 9 of the salient 
characteristics in the IFB sets forth the requirements for 
sampling resolution, ana that if DNA needed greater 
resolution or fidelity, then the specifications should have 
so stated. with respect to the SD1 requirement, HP notes 
that despite the extensive record developed in this protest, 
there is no mention of SDI, or of any tests to be performed 
in support of SDI. In aadition, HP argues that the 
measurements from such a test could easily be hanalea by a 
digitizer with 16K of memory because the deformation ana 
recovery of a mirror is a physical phenomenon requiring 
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sample speeds exponentially smaller than 2 gigasamples per 
sec0nd.u 

Analysis 

When a protester challenges a salient characteristic 
includea in a brana name or equal solicitation as unduly 
restrictive of competition, we will review the recora to 
aetermine whether the restrictions imposea are reasonably 
relatea to the contracting agency's minimum neeas. Data- 
Team, Inc., 68 Comp. Gen. 368 (1989), 89-l CPD 1 355. We 
find that the recora in this case shows that the requirement 
for 128K of memory is not reasonably related to DNA's 
minimum neeas since the 128K memory capacity cannot be 
utilized by DNA given current technology, and even if the 
necessary technology becomes available in the near future, 
DNA has no definite plans to use it. 

As a preliminary matter, HP claims that the salient 
characteristics in the IFB appeared to have been taken from 
the applicable Tektronix aata sheet; internal agency 
aocurnents provided in response to this protest substantiate 
HP's allegation. Nonetheless, the fact that specifications 
are based upon a particular prOOuCt is not improper in and 
of itself; nor will an assertion that a specification was 
"written around" aesiyn features of a particular product 
provide a valia basis for protest if the record establishes 
that the specification is reasonably relatea to the agency's 
minimum neeas. Infection Control ana Prevention Analysts, 
Inc., B-238964, July 3, 1990, 90-2 CPD 11 7. 

In evaluating HP's challenye ana DNA's attempt to establish 
its minimum neeas for aigitizer memory, we first reviewed 
the statea purpose ana intenaea use of aigitizers in the . 
test environment. During the hearing on the protest, DNA's 
technical witness explainea that the only purpose for a 
digitizer is to convert electronic signals to digital data 
for fiber Optic transmission. Thus, the memory requirements 
for digitizers are established by the capacity necessary to 
gather, delay, and transmit signals, not to store signals 
for later retrieval--i.e., a aigitizer is not an underground 

i/ During the hearing, HP's technical witness suggested 
that there would be no neea to sample measurements of mirror 
degraaation and recovery at the 2 gigasamples per secona 
rate established as the maximum sample speed for these 
digitizers. HP suggestea that a more appropriate sample 
speed would be many thousand times slower. DNA's technical 
witness aid not disagree with this assessment when given the 
opportunity to do so. 
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computer for storing signa1s.q DNA's technical witness 
also explained the barriers to multiplexing signals beyond 
the current 8:l level: a need for long delay lines between 
sensors and digitizers, and a need for larger digitizer 
memories to gather, delay, and transmit signals. 

Although the agencyI to date, is only capable of 8:l multi- 
plexing, DNA claims that the requirement for 128K of memory 
is justified by its potential ability to develop long delay 
lines by taking advantage of recent technological develop- 
ments in fiber optic transmission. Prior to the hearing, 
DNA had only offered evidence of success at Sandia National 
Laboratories in achieving 20 microseconds of delay with 
fiber optic delay lines --a delay of 64 microseconds would 
appear to be necessary to utilize 128K of memory. During 
the hearing, DNA‘s technical witness explained that the 
agency had conducted its own "feasibility determination" of 
the use of such lines, concluding that a delay of 66 micro- 
seconds is feasible. HP responds that the agency has fallen 
far short of showing that the use of such long delay lines 
is possible in the near future. 

Although we agree with HP's concerns regarding whether DNA 
will actually realize the technological advances necessary 
to utilize such delay lines, even if we assume that DNA will 
be able to make such progress, the extensive record 
developed in this case includes no documentary evidence of 
any intended or planned signal multiplexing at a level of 
64:l. In fact, when asked if the agency based its claimed 
need of 128K of memory on a 64:l multiplexing capability, 
the agency witness replied that he did not intend to build a 
64:l multiplexer unless or until an event or experiment 
required such a multiplexer. Nor did he identify an event 
or experiment that might require such a capability. Also, 
the agency made no other showing of how 128K of memory might 
be related to increased multiplexing needs. 

Since DNA has not articulated any tangible need for the 
memory, and the effect here is to significantly limit 
competition, we find that the record does not adequately 

J 5 DNA's witness did state, however, that in the event of a 
communications failure that interrupts transmission of the 
digital signals to the recording station, larger memories in 
digitizers could permit manual retrieval of more information 
than might otherwise be obtained. Such retrieval could only 
be made after radiation levels in the tunnel dropped 
sufficiently to permit manual access to the digitizer. 
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Justify the requirement.6/ In reaching our conclusion here, 
we are not barring agencres from aetermining that their 
minimum needs incluae the ability to take aavantage of 
developing technology. Cf. Government Sys. Integration 
Corp., B-227065, Aug. 7,787, 87-2 CPD ll 137 (agency 
reasonably specified salient characteristic for equal ADP 
equipment that incluaea aaditional capacity for increase0 
future needs). Rather, we fina that in this case, DNA has 
not sufficiently articulated any concrete need--current or 
future-- for the memory requirement. 

We also fina no relation between DNA's claimed need for 
greater resolution ana better fiaelity of Signal reCOrdinq 
ana the requirement for 128K of memory. The requirement for 
Lnprovea recorainy capability does not arbitrarily translate 
to 128K, as opposed to 100K or 200K, of digitizer memory. 
The recora here offers no reason why 128K is preferable to 
any other increase in memory capability. In aadition, as HP 
claims, the specifications already establish requirements 
for resolution and for sample speea. If DNA neeas higher 
capabilities in this area, then the increasea neea should be 
reflectea in those specifications. 

With respect to the requirement for recording measurements 
of deformation ana recovery of a mirror subJected to nuclear 
raaiation, we again find DNA has not shown that such an 
exercise requires 128K of digitizer memory. Initially, we 
note that DNA made no mention of this requirement until the 
hearing on this protest.l_/ In response, HP challengea the 
assumption that measuriny such changes to a mirror would 
require high sample speeas. HP's technical witness 
suggestea that much slower sample speeas woula aaequately 
recora physical phenomena such as this and countered that, 
at the appropriate sampling speea, a aiyitizer with 16K of 
memory would meet the agency's requirement. Not only did 

6/ As noted above, agency aocuments Support HP's contention 
chat the salient characteristics in the solicitation were 
largely copies from the applicable Tektronix aata sheet. 
While such reliance is not per se improper, when combinea 
with a record that does not establish any inaependently 
articulated neea for the memory, it suggests that the agency 
failed to adequately examine its minimum neeas. 

7/ The agency failea to mention this neea in the agency 
report, the contracting officer's statement, or in any of 
the aocuments appendea to the agency report in Support of 
the solicitation requirements. Further, the agency has not 
provided any documentary support for this claimed need since 
the hearing. 
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DNA's technical witness fail to disagree with this assess- 
ment when asked, but the agency made-no attempt to rebut the 
assertion or provide documentary evidence in support of the 
existence of the need in its post-conference comments. 
Under these circumstances, we have no basis to conclude that 
DNA's SD1 requirement justifies the restriction that only 
digitizers with 128K of memory will meet the agency's needs. 

In conclusion, we find that the record fails to show any 
reasonable relationship between the agency's minimum needs 
and the requirement that any digitizer offered as an equal 
to the Tektronix model possess 128K of waveform memory. 
First, of the three reasons originally given by DNA in 
support of its requirement, the agency now concedes that two 
of the reasons claimed do not support the requirement for 
128K of memory: only the assertion that the need for 
increased multiplexing of signals to a single digitizer 
remains. Second, DNA has not established that its general 
need to record more information than it has the capability 
to record is reasonably related to a specific requirement 
for any particular memory capacity. Finally, we find that 
DNA has not established a reasonable relationship between 
its needs for fidelity and resolution, or its SD1 require- 
ments, and the claimed need for 128K of digitizer memory. 

DRll COMPATIBLE HIGH SPEED PARALLEL PORT REQUIREMENT 

HP also challenges the solicitation requirement for a DRll 
compatible high speed parallel port. Paragraph 20 of the 
salient characteristics in the IFB, entitled "Interfaces," 
requires two electronic interfaces: a GPIB, IEEE-488 port 
for instrument control and waveform data output: and a high 
speed parallel port, "DRll compatible for waveform data 
output only." Although DRll compatible ports are used 
throughout industry, HP claims that only Tektronix manufac- 
tures such ports for this class of digitizers. The salient 
characteristics also require that all products offered as 
equal to the Tektronix model must be production units, and 
that prototypes are not acceptable. 

DNA responds that it has a valid requirement for a separate 
output-only port because ports that can both input and 
output data-- like the IEEE-488 port on HP's digitizers--can 
malfunction in an underground nuclear test environment. The 
agency explains that, in the past, ports that both input and 
output data have interpreted test bed noise as a command and 
have caused the machine to lose data. Thus, DNA explains 
that between its dry run test and the actual test event, the 
digitizer must be converted to strictly one-way--output 
only-- operation, and must become autonomous. 
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In our view, HP's challenge to the solicitation's port 
requirement is, in essence, a challenge to the requirement 
for DRll compatibility, not the requirement for an output- 
only port. HP stated in the hearing that its IEEE-488 port 
is capable of serving as an output-only port.8_/ DNA 
responds, in its post-hearing comments, that given this 
capability, it appears likely that HP's port will meet the 
agency's minimum need for an output-only port. 

We are persuaded that DNA must assure that ports not be 
subject to interference that might cause loss of data during 
the test event, and that an output-only port is required. 
However, the need for an output-only port does not translate 
into a requirement for DRll compatibility as well. While 
the specification requires DRll compatibility, and in 
addition requires an output-only port, from our review of 
the record it is clear that DNA's requirement is solely for 
an output-only port. DRll compatibility is simply a 
characteristic required to achieve an output-only capability 
with the Tektronic brand-name equipment. This feature is in 
no way related to the agency's general minimum need for an 
output-only port. 

Given DNA's admission that an IEEE-488 port--which is not 
DRll compatible --may adequately address the agency's 
requirement for an output-only port, we find that the 
requirement for a DRll interface exceeds the agency's 
minimum needs. Thus, we sustain HP's challenge to the 
specification with respect to the requirement for a DRll 
interface. 

RECOMMENDATION 

By letter of today to the Director of the Defense Nuclear 
Agency, we are recommending that DNA cancel the IFB, amend 
the specifications in the IFB in accordance with this 
decision to accurately reflect the agency's minimum needs 
and reissue the IFB with the revised specifications. In 
addition, we find that HP is entitled to the costs of filing 
and pursuing its protest, including attorneys' fees. Data- 
Team, Inc., 68 Comp. Gen. 368, supra. HP should submit- 

8/ HP's technical witness explained that “there are switches 
on our boxes where it could only be output, and if that's 
what their desire is, we can do that." 
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claim for such costs directly to the agency. 4 C.F.R. 
Q 21.6(e) (1990). 

The protest is sustained. I 

ComptrollerVGeieral 
of the United States 
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